Guidelines for the Scientific Presentations:

**Oral Presentations:**

- Presentation should be on Microsoft Powerpoint 2007 or compatible version
- The Presentations **MUST** be uploaded in the preview room provided at the venue at least 2 hours prior to presentation.
- The presenters are requested to check their presentations for compatibility during preview
- **Use of personal Laptops and Macbooks will not be encouraged to save the time during scientific sessions.**
- Presenters will be conveyed the time and duration of presentation and question-answers by email.
- Presenters should strictly adhere to the allotted time and not exceed it. The Screen shall go blank after the allotted time of presentation.
- Presenters would be introduced and invited by chairpersons of the sessions.
- The Original Research Oral Presentation- **Shodh Award** presenters will be judged by a panel of judges. Scoring will be done on the basis of originality of content, Importance, Study Design, Presentation and Message Clarity.
- The final decision of the winners will be based upon the markings of peer review done for the abstracts and the scores given by the judges.
- Non-Competitive Oral presentations and Faculty lectures will not be judged.
- Incase of any further questions, please write to us at scientific.isdtconference2018@gmail.com or isdtconference2018@gmail.com or call us at +91-9839311058, +91-9811955553
Guidelines for the Scientific Presentations:

Poster Presentations:

- The poster should be prepared in **Portrait/Vertical orientation** format with 16:9 ratio on MS PowerPoint.
- A Template in MS PowerPoint will be provided to the poster presenters with the instructions email.
- The Presentations **MUST** be uploaded in the preview room provided at the venue at least 2 hours prior to presentation.
- It can be in kept in PowerPoint format or converted to JPG, JPEG, or PNG image with adequate resolution for presentation.
- Posters will be displayed using a projector and a screen during the time and session conveyed to the presenters by email.
- The Design fonts should have Title with minimum 32 size and body/Content of minimum font size of 20.
- Posters should be self-explanatory with minimum text and maximum illustrations.
- There should be no animation or Video embedded in the PowerPoint Slides submitted for poster presentation.
- Presenters would be introduced and invited by chairpersons of the sessions.
- The Presentation time for all poster presentations is 4 Minutes with 3 minutes of presentation and 1 minute of question and answers.
- Presenters should strictly adhere to the allotted time and not exceed it. The Screen shall go blank after the allotted time of presentation.
- The Award Posters for Case Report Session will be Judged for originality, Importance, Novelty in approach, Follow up and presentations & Message clarity.
- The Award Category Awareness Posters Jagrukta will be judged for Originality, Importance, Novelty in Design, Presentation & message clarity.
- The final decision of the winners will be based upon the markings of peer review done for the abstracts and the scores given by the judges.
- Non Competitive Posters will not be judged

**The posters of competitive category should not exhibit authors and affiliation details**

- Presenters need to mention the scientific poster code at the top right corner of their respective poster. The poster code for participants will be displayed on our website:www.isdt.in and can be used for awareness campaigns in future.
- Incase of any further questions, please write to us at scientific.isdtconference2018@gmail.com or isdtconference2018@gmail.com or call us at +91-9839311058, +91-9811955553